
Fiction (Classic Revisited), Adult

Fans of Louisa May Alcott’s classic novel Little Women will fall in 
love Virginia Kantra’s, Meg & Jo, a contemporary retelling of Little 
Women.  In Meg & Jo, readers are re-introduced to the March 
family, focusing specifically on Meg and Jo. The book alternates 
between the two girls chapter by chapter and their lives, 
intertwining their relationships with their two other sisters Amy 
and Beth and their parents. Readers learn how the March sisters 
grow up and follow their dreams.  Meg gets married and has a 
family of her own, but married life isn’t all a bed of roses.  Jo 
attempts a career as a journalist in New York but ends up 
becoming a cook and food blogger and finds love unexpectedly.   
When their mother becomes ill and is hospitalized the girls return 
home to North Carolina for the holidays. It is during this visit and 
their mother’s recuperation that major changes unfold within the 
March family.

Meg & Jo is a book you can’t put down and readers are constantly 
at the edge of their seats following the modern-day twists and 
turns of this classic novel. This book has one consistent theme 
throughout: that family, which is the power of sisterhood, enables 
you to reimagine your dreams and rediscover what matters most.  
Meg & Jo is available to place on hold and get via curbside pickup 
at your local library branch.  
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